INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, BANGALORE

ADVERTISEMENT

The Indian Institute of Science (IISC), a leading institution for research in science and engineering, runs an integrated Ph.D. Programme for several years now. Details of the Programme can be found at the Institute web site http://www.iisc.ac.in/

In this context, IISc invites application for the position of one Project Associate-I for the Integrated Ph.D Programme to help in conducting laboratory courses of this program in the discipline of Chemistry.

As eligibility, an applicant for the position of Project Associate I should possess M.Sc. in Chemistry, preferably in organic or inorganic and physical chemistry specialization, with a passion for teaching, especially laboratory instruction.

The Project Associate I position is on a Contractual basis and the candidate will be hired on a renewable (for satisfactory performance) annual contract, with a fixed salary up to a maximum duration of 5 years. The salary of a Project Associate I will be Rs.25000 + HRA.

Job Description:

The Project Associate’s work involves setting up of experiments, maintenance of the experimental set-ups and general infrastructure of the laboratory in consultation with the Int. Ph.D Instructor and the Division faculty. The project Associate would also be needed to assist in the conduct of tutorial classes and course material preparation (both print and electronic versions). Further, he/she would help the convener in the general administration of the Programme.

Model of Selection:

The selection of the candidates will be on the basis of their CV and performance in an interview to be conducted at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. The soft copy of CV/Application (current CV, account of past experience if any, statement of interest) should be sent by electronic mail to psm@iisc.ac.in addressed to: The Convener, Int. Ph.D Programme, Inorganic and Physical Chemistry Department, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore-560012.

Please mention in the e-mail subject line the position applied for and do not send any hard copy of your application.

The last date of receiving the applications is 27 December 2021.

Short-listed candidates will be called for an interview subsequently.

Dated: December 10, 2021